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Play’s relation to health and well-being in preschool and kindergarten:
a Waldorf (Steiner) education perspective

Elisa J. Sobo*

Department of Anthropology, San Diego State University, 5500 Campanile Drive, San Diego,
CA 92182-6040, USA

(Received 1 April 2013; accepted 13 December 2013)

In most US pre-k/kindergartens play is justified as serving academic goals. However, Waldorf
education, an independent alternative to public schooling, leverages play to promote child
health and well-being. This paper examines Waldorf education’s approach to play with
reference to the underlying cultural model of/for child development that Waldorf teachers
subscribe to. It describes how teachers orchestrated play in four pre-k/kindergarten
classrooms and examines, from the teacher perspective, how keeping children ‘in
movement’ both physically and spiritually encourages healthful sensory-motor integration
while nourishing children’s ‘will forces’ and ensuring good health and flexible thinking in
adulthood. In addition to providing insight into how we might foster more play in non-
Waldorf settings and informing the theoretical construction of play-as-mood, the findings
indicate that Waldorf education is not immune to the work-play opposition common to US
educational discourse; accordingly, the pedagogic and pediatric work done by play becomes
a selling point for the system.

Keywords: alternative education; child development; play; embodiment; kindergarten;
preschool; early childhood education

Introduction

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) states unequivocally that ‘Play is essential to the
social, emotional, cognitive, and physical well-being of children’ (Milteer, Ginsburg, Council
on Communications and Media Committee on Psychosocial Aspects of Child and Family
Health, & Mulligan, 2012, p. e204; see also Burdette & Whitaker, 2005; Council on School
Health, 2013; Ginsburg & Council on Communications and Media Committee on Psychosocial
Aspects of Child and Family Health, 2007). Play builds healthy active bodies, lowers the risk for
obesity, contributes to healthful brain development through sensory engagement, and fosters
problem-solving skills. For such reasons, ‘Play should be an integral component of school
engagement’ (Milteer et al., 2012, p. e205). That said, just securing a place for play in the curri-
culum is not enough. We must also attend to how teachers respond to and facilitate it.

This paper considers play as teachers see it, describing qualitatively how play is orchestrated
in pre-k/kindergarten classrooms, exploring its perceived value for the health and well-being of
students ages three through six, and providing a detailed explanation of the ‘ethnotheories’ (Hark-
ness et al., 2012) driving curricular actions. The school that hosted the research is a Waldorf
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school, which was ideal because Waldorf (also known as Steiner) education, an independent
alternative to mainstream public schooling, aims specifically to cultivate holistically healthy chil-
dren and play is seen as a key means of doing so (Nicol & Taplin, 2012).

Beyond helping to augment our understanding of play’s contribution to health and well-being,
findings provide insight into how teachers in other school settings can foster more play. Findings
also support a conceptualization of play not just as a class of activities but as a mood and not just
in opposition to work but as a form of it. The latter may be particularly relevant in the USA, where
talk of ‘productive educational value’ is used to justify play – even, findings indicate, in Waldorf
school settings.

What is Waldorf education?

Waldorf education offers a curriculum rich in the arts, heavy on experiential learning, and free of
standardized testing. Waldorf pedagogy grew out of anthroposophy, a holistic philosophy that its
founder, Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925), had developed after contemplating Goethe, Rosicrucian
and Theosophist ideas, and his own spiritual or extrasensory experiences. Often glossed as ‘the
wisdom of humankind’, anthroposophy offers a path to self-development that rests on the
assumption that a non-material, spiritual universe interpenetrates and informs the material one.

Anthroposophy is not taught in Waldorf schools and Waldorf education can certainly be dis-
cussed productively without reference to it (e.g. Parker-Rees, 2011). Nevertheless, anthroposo-
phy’s spiritual orientation pervades many aspects of Waldorf pedagogy, which aims to
facilitate, in children, the healthful emergence of three ‘soul forces’ or modes of engagement:
thinking, feeling, and willing (following through).1 The three soul forces are brought to fruition
sequentially as children develop. Willing emerges first, during the initial life stage, which for
Waldorf educators extends from birth through age six (see Steiner, 2007).

Waldorf education serves to scaffold and optimize the sequential emergence of soul forces
through phase-appropriate pedagogical practices. In this, teachers do not so much impart edu-
cation as ‘provide the environment for children’s self-education’ (Steiner 1923, in Jaffke,
2004, pp. 4, 19). Providing an environment to facilitate play in pre-k/kindergarten is one strategic
part of Waldorf pedagogy (Steiner, in Jaffke, 2004; and see Nicol & Taplin, 2012; Parker-Rees,
2011). Accordingly, numeracy and literacy come later in Waldorf education than in mainstream
US public schooling. This is one reason that US Waldorf education remains private: it does not
meet state expectations for academic instruction.

The number of Waldorf schools has risen exponentially since the system’s founding. An
increasing number of US charter schools use Waldorf inspired methods (Sagarin, 2011) and a
similar trend has been seen in England. Accordingly, a small but growing academic literature
on what Waldorf education does has begun to emerge (regarding early childhood and kindergarten
education in particular, see Burnett, 2011; Jenkinson, 2011; Parker-Rees & Rees, 2011; Waite &
Rees, 2011).2 The present study augments prior work by focusing on play’s perceived pediatric
value.

What is play?

Most health-oriented work on play takes play’s meaning for granted, at best qualifying it by
setting, how active it is, and whether or not it is ‘unstructured’ or ‘free’. Definitions of play
itself, when offered, cast it vaguely as a class of activities done ‘for fun’ (Burdette & Whitaker,
2005, p. 46) and, in keeping with US and broader Western cultural norms (Kuschner, 2012),
oppose it to work.

2 E.J. Sobo
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Many play theorists, however, object to the paradigmatic play–work opposition, arguing that
this can elide particular play-related processes and experiences while unduly downplaying the
possibility that work can be enjoyable and that play is not always voluntary or fun. Schechner
spotlights the risky nature of play, with its ‘multiple realities that are slippery, porous, and full
of creative lying and deceit’ (1988, p. 5), casting play as a ‘force’ that is continually ‘destroy-
ing-creating’ (pp. 16–17).

Building from there, Heller has proposed that play is best understood as amood – a disposition
that colors how we experience the world. Moods are different than emotions. If they take hold,
they endure longer. Also, while emotions have explicit, discrete triggers, moods do not. The
mood of play, Heller says, is stimulated and fostered by psychocultural practices and contexts
designed to do so, such as parties and holidays (2013, pp. 2–3).

In conceptualizing play-as-mood, Heller references Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s ‘flow state’
(1990, as cited; p. 3), in which one is completely absorbed in and energized by an activity of
choice. Heller contends that play is like this; and so ‘rather than think about play as something
a person does, it is more useful to think of play as something a person feels’ (p. 4). In play,
we feel free to experiment. Building on Gregory Bateson’s and Victor Turner’s work, Heller ident-
ifies play as a ‘“liminal mode” or a “subjunctive mood”wherein a person moves from a sober “as-
is” relationship with factual reality to a lighter “as-if” position, opening up to what is possible’
(p. 4; and see Heller & Sirota, 2013). With this in mind, I explore play and its relation to child
health and well-being from the perspective of Waldorf education.

Methods

Data are drawn from the Healthy Child Development Project, undertaken in 2012 at an accredited
US Waldorf school occupying converted church buildings in a run-down urban neighborhood.
The school served nearly 300 pre-kindergarten (pre-K) through 12th grade students. In 2010
administrative data showed a racial-ethnic distribution of 4% Asian, 3% black or African-Amer-
ican, 9% Hispanic or Latino, 60% white, and 24% ‘Two or More Races’.

Data collection

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved methods included 175 hours of unstructured qualitat-
ive observations in two pre-kindergarten and two kindergarten classrooms and in the classrooms
of grades one through three, although I focus on the former here (i.e. classrooms serving children
from three to six years old). My first observations were in classes serving the youngest children
because the teachers believed that my observations would be more productive if sequenced
developmentally.

In keeping with observational research standards (e.g. Bentley, Stallings, & Gittelsohn, 1994),
I observed each class over the full span of the day, every day of the week, to account for diurnal or
weekly rhythms. At the teachers’ request, I wore a long, full apron, as would an assistant or
student teacher. I sat or stood out of the way to watch and listen, mostly doing nothing but observ-
ing although, in a modified form of participant observation, I sometimes helped with tasks as
directed (e.g. dishwashing and craft preparation). Occasionally, when all children were occupied,
teachers took me aside to explain particular pedagogical strategies but, because verbalizing such
things in front of children is considered unhealthful, I collected longer narratives regarding what I
had observed via formal qualitative interviews.

Individual and group interviews were undertaken with 18 participants (7 lead teachers, 9
support teachers, and 2 staff members in teaching-relevant positions). All lead teachers were
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certified Waldorf teachers. Four of the seven lead teachers also had prior teaching experience in
other Waldorf education settings.

Interviews occurred on site, at picnic tables outside while school was in session and in
classrooms after hours. The typical interview began with a ‘grand tour’ (Spradley, 1979) overview
question establishing the general relation between pedagogy and health promotion; this led into
more focused follow-up questions; however, focal topics were interviewee-controlled. Standard
probing techniques such as echo probes (repeating the last words uttered) encouraged elaboration
(Bernard, 1995, pp. 215–220).

With interviewee permission, some interviews were digitally audio-recorded. However,
because the school holds a no electronic technology policy, pencil and paper methods were the
norm. Standard note-taking conventions were followed (Sobo, 2009, pp. 186–187).

Analysis

The research design was hypothesis generating so I used an adapted ‘grounded theory’ approach
(Sobo, 2009) in which analysis is ongoing during data collection, enabling analysts to build
hypothetical theoretical models ‘from the ground up’ and to address emergent questions with par-
ticipants as needed (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Accordingly, I transcribed
interview and field notes promptly, then reviewed them iteratively and in light of new incoming
data. Theme identification entailed attending to on-the-ground practices and teacher reflections on
pedagogical choices and, more specifically, to repetitions, metaphors and analogies, keywords,
speech transitions and linguistic connectors, and speech events, such as reasoning, depiction of
causality, evaluations, codas, tense shifts, and false starts and hesitations (Hill, 2005; Ryan &
Bernard, 2003; Quinn, 2005). Commonly co-occurring, overlapping, or otherwise correlated
themes were grouped into categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

This process was accelerated through an intensive, iterative comparison of like incidents. As
well, I deliberately sought out negative or counter examples to ensure that emerging themes and
categories accurately described the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). For
example, I looked for instances of the theme ‘stuck’ in play events that teachers identified as
not exhibiting that theme. When I did find it, I updated the theme’s definition so that it better
described the ‘stuck’ situation as teachers saw it. In other instances, counter examples simply
negated an emerging theme prior to its solidification.

The analysis was informed by my reading of Waldorf education’s literature, including texts for
teacher training (e.g. Steiner, 2007) and by my experience as a Waldorf parent from 2009,
although not for preschool. These exposures enabled me to grasp efficiently certain aspects of
Waldorf education that would have taken an outsider much longer to parse, while my lack of
experience with the preschool setting protected against the attention-related risks of over-
familiarity.

Limitations

My affiliation with Waldorf education may be read as biasing. However, I applied established
standards for maintaining critical distance in medical anthropology, where conflicts of interest
are similarly of concern. This included sustaining an awareness of the broader sociocultural
and political-economic context within which study data, including insider categories and
terms, must be interrogated (Browner, 1999). The fact that this research was neither evaluative
nor hypothesis testing also mitigated the potential impact of investigator bias. Moreover, validity
and reliability were further assured through study of overtly disconfirming evidence or negative
cases (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Additionally, I invited interviewees to
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double-check the credibility of my interpretation as it built up – a technique some call ‘subject
review’ (Devers, 1999).

That ‘subjects’were teachers only also may be viewed as a limitation. Yet, teachers are the key
pedagogical decision-makers. The present work’s narrow focus facilitates an in-depth understand-
ing of their perspectives.

In regard to questions about generalizability, many teachers in the study have worked in other
Waldorf settings. The teacher training programs they went through all share in common a core
curriculum of material written by Rudolf Steiner. Continuing education training and workshops
that teachers attend draw faculty trainers and attendees from schools across the nation and schools
receive national oversight from the Association of Waldorf Schools of North America. These
factors indicate the existence of a common core culture among Waldorf teachers as well as con-
firming the existence of nationwide cross-ties that reinforce pedagogic cohesion. Given that the
focus here is on shared strategies and experiences, they make possible descriptive and analytic
generalizations. Teachers’ idiosyncrasies and differences of opinion do exist, but they gain
expression within a shared cultural framework.

Without that shared framework in mind, the impact of the technology ban on my ability to
collect and present high numbers of direct verbatim quotations may cause initial concern.
However, as James points out in her 2007 critique of ‘giving voice’ in social science writing
through heavy use of quotations, quotes can overemphasize the particular opinions of particular
people. Moreover, a focus on quotes can distract analysts from the more important work of expli-
cating the sociocultural and political-economic forces that give shape to words reported (pp. 264–
265). Thus, the default need here to present discursive findings in aggregate and as paraphrased
may in fact increase the validity of my representation of teachers’ shared strategies and experi-
ences and of their generative context. Still, to ensure no confusion between my interpretations
and teacher self-reports or classroom events, my own higher order analysis is held for the
discussion.

Findings

The dream consciousness stage3

Waldorf teachers see their work as patently salutogenic. Some draw a parallel between Waldorf
teaching and homeopathic medicine, in that subject matter and methods are matched to chil-
dren’s age-related developmental goals or challenges (as Waldorf education constructs these).
Like is met with like. In pre-k/kindergarten teachers ‘meet’ what they see as children’s
innate tendency to imitate with pro-social role modeling and by physically demonstrating,
simply by doing them, actions that children may undertake: sweeping the path and gardening
when out of doors; chopping carrots for soup, sewing, and kneading bread when inside. And
teachers ‘meet’ what they see as children’s natural tendency toward play by allowing them to
play – a lot.

One reason children imitate, say teachers, is that they are ‘spiritual beings’ who retain a
remnant sense of communion or unity with the world around them. In pre-k/kindergarten children
are still ‘incarnating’ or ‘coming down’ from ‘the spiritual realm’. ‘Incarnating’ is a process
whereby children slowly develop fuller control of, and familiarity with, their physical bodies,
down to fine motor movements. To best support this, teachers say, children should not be prema-
turely ‘awakened’ though overstimulation (e.g. via television or electronics4) or a too-early push
toward academics or abstract logic. They should be left, inasmuch as it is possible, to experience
the world through what teachers called a ‘dreamy’ state – through an open, fluid, consciousness
said to be naturally concurrent with their still close connection to the spiritual realm.

International Journal of Play 5
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To uphold dream consciousness, rather than answering ‘Why?’ questions with technical infor-
mation, teachers respond with ‘I wonder’. This helps preserve children’s inborn capacity for open
ideation. Play also optimizes children’s creative potential, teachers say, in part through how it
potentiates their dream consciousness. This, like healthful physical incarnation and the concomi-
tant feeling of being ‘at home’ in (versus distracted or challenged by) one’s physical body, is key
to health and well-being later in life.

Here I must note that although teachers explained all this happily to me, they never did so in
children’s earshot. Teachers never say in class ‘We are doing this because’. That would be dama-
ging in their view: it would interfere with a healthfully staged developmental awakening.

An optimal environment

Keeping things moving

Educators in this study said they begin the quest to promote pre-k/kindergarten student health –

and so play – environmentally. The study school, like most Waldorf schools (cf. Nicol & Taplin,
2012), has a notable absence of industrially produced furnishings, plastic, and technological
devices, which teachers said distance children too much from immediate experiences and from
the natural world. Its rooms are decorated to encourage a sense of flow or organic nonlinearity,
such as would be encountered in nature. To this end, walls are ‘lazured’ or made luminous
with several thin coats of colored glaze washed over a white base. Keeping glazing light at the
top gives the rooms an airy, uplifted feeling. A sense of flow is further supported, particularly
in the pre-k/kindergarten setting, by shelves, tables, and play furniture with rounded corners
and sides that curve and curl. Teachers even trim the corners of drawing paper into curves.

Many of each room’s architectural angles are softened with fabric. For example, in one kin-
dergarten classroom, the teacher had draped a rainbow-colored silk cloth across the lintel where
the cubby nook adjoined the main room, its gentle stripes illuminated to a soft glow by a light
behind it. The flowing silk was surrounded on the sides and top by gray-blue and very light
blue silks pushed into cloud formations, so that a rainbow seemed to be running across the
room’s sky. Teacher dress, too, has a fluid quality: long, full aprons are worn over flowing cloth-
ing (preferably long dresses).

Teachers say that the school’s curvilinear softness keeps children’s eyes gliding over the
environment continuously, rolling along versus coming to stops; it also helps keep children’s
whole bodies ‘in movement’. This, they say, helps keep children from being inadvertently
‘shocked’ into stillness or knocked out of dream consciousness. Bodily movement is crucial to
absorbing (e.g. drawing in through the limbs) spiritual forces necessary for proper physical
growth as well as strength of will. A sudden stop, explained teachers, can cause inward contrac-
tions, damaging developing organs, leading immediately to nervousness, and later to illness. A
child who is allowed to remain ‘dreamy’, with ideas and physical actions flowing freely, maintains
a healthful state of physical expansion and growth aided by spiritual penetration.

Toys indoors

Besides curves, classrooms are full of props for play: simple items made of natural, minimally
processed materials. There are hand-made, blank-faced cloth and wood dolls; boxes and
baskets; blankets and cloths; carved boats and baby cradles; stuffed, sewn felt vegetables and
fruits; and brooms, buckets, brushes, and other common household tools. Toys also include
cross-sections of tree branches worn smooth from use, pinecones, and bentwood rocker boards
(also used to build shelters and pulled around as sleds). Painted and especially plastic toys are
notably absent.

6 E.J. Sobo
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Teachers say they carefully consider the selection of toys offered as well as their placement
(and the placement of furniture, etc.). In preparing a classroom, teachers will get down on
hands and knees to move about, looking, smelling, and otherwise experiencing it from the
child’s point of view. Along these lines, the older the children are in a class, the more toys requir-
ing finer motor skills there will be. For instance, one teacher provided her class with castle fronts
and smaller figures to go with them.

Teachers say that the toys they offer provide much more room for a child’s own fantasies than
mass-produced, super-detailed, media-driven playthings with self-limiting, preexisting storylines.
In substance, they provide a material connection to nature as well.

The outside setting

Sometimes quoting current science, teachers say nature offers more varied stimulation than the
indoor setting and more room for movement. They have organized the outdoor play area to
resemble a very large and somewhat ramshackle backyard, complete with a little vegetable and
herb garden as well as two picnic tables. The bush-framed entranceway opens onto a grassy
knoll that soon gives way to sand, with several somewhat separate play nooks separated by
pilings, planters, and straw bales. In addition to two swings and two wooden play houses,
there is a small play structure with a slide and a low climbing frame. The entire yard is enclosed
with a tall wooden fence, over which tree branches hang. It is supplied with old fashioned tin
buckets, shovels, and watering cans. There are some plastic wheelbarrows and sand sifters, but
their uniform dullness makes them unobtrusive in the otherwise ‘natural’ setting.

Children in play

Outdoor play

Outdoor time is highly prized by teachers due to the sensory and motor stimulation it allows. The
play yard is in constant use, with the four classes each spending half the morning there (two
classes at a time). Children dig, sift sand, climb on piled up wood, move dirt and heavy logs
in wheelbarrows, find and play with insects, help teachers plant seeds and bulbs, and water the
plants.

For instance, during one morning’s observations, three girls sat in the sand, sifting it for ‘treas-
ures’ (e.g. interesting rocks). One cried, ‘Let’s make mud’, running off for a bucket of water. Her
friends lolled over a large log, later attempting to hoist it into a wheelbarrow. In another area, three
boys dragged planks to one of the wooden play houses, piling them up by the window. A few were
‘painting’ the other house with wide, water-wet brushes. Some children took turns on the swings
as one called everyone to see a dinosaur tooth he had discovered. The teachers moved among the
playing children, pruning and weeding and, they said, watching unobtrusively for children
needing help.

Successful play

‘Successful’ play, say teachers, is intrinsically driven and free-flowing. Much like dreaming, it
allows for nonlinear plot lines and it is creatively experimental in that sense. While some play
entails, and so enhances, fine motor coordination, teachers say that successful play also is, at
least periodically, a whole-body experience. This is most obvious in outdoor play, with its
digging and running, but whole-body play takes place to a degree indoors too, for example, as
children lift, push, pull, and hoist furnishings to create make-believe architectural spaces, land-
scapes, ships, giant spiders, and so on.

International Journal of Play 7
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Successful play also has a rhythm, teachers say. Children engage, alternately, in boisterous
externalizing action and then quieter, internalizing endeavors. In a general sense, the former is
associated with the garden and the latter, the classroom; but play alternates rhythmically even
within these spaces. Teachers equate this to the process of breathing, referring to more active
bouts as ‘outbreaths’ and quieter times as ‘inbreaths’. As the healthy body breathes, so too
does healthful play.

In unsuccessful play, children become agitated and appear to the teachers to be ‘suffering’
(sometimes due to an ostensibly difficult ‘incarnation’ process) or they act ‘stuck’. Play that
annoys other children enough to drive them to tell also is unsuccessful, as is play using television
or media themes when players cannot move out of the storyline as given. Teachers see media-
themed play as too pre-fabricated to be of value and it can, they say, be a dangerous cause of
mental stunting if children get ‘stuck’ or trapped in it.

Facilitation

Left to their own devices, outside or in, children generally move right into play with success. For
example, entering the classroom one day, Bessie immediately puts on a cape and Matthew takes
logs out of a basket and piles them up. Some children pretend to be animals. They build dens out
of upturned rocker boards, side-turned chairs, and other furnishings. Soon pillows serve as a
garden. An upturned crate becomes a car seat as one child takes another (now her ‘daughter’)
for a ride in the family car. Later the crate becomes a bed in another socio-drama.

Sometimes, children need a jump start into play, so teachers plant ideas verbally or with props.
Outdoors, giving a student a shovel or watering can – artifacts whose uses are inbuilt – generally
does the trick. Indoors, however, verbal cues predominate. Teachers explain both approaches as
giving their students ‘pictures’ to work with, in keeping with Steiner’s idea that the dream con-
sciousness is picture-driven. A child can picture a shovel in use and act on that (as well as from
imitation); similarly, verbal pictures can be taken up and played out.

For example, one cold day, after snack, Ms Lavinia pulled chairs away from the low table
around which her class had been sat, and spread light colored blankets over them, announcing
she was making an igloo. She asked Mia if she was a polar bear and Nico if he was a
penguin. She invited the children to enter the igloo to warm up. But she did not play with
them. Once they were engaged, she moved on to other things. Another day, when playing in a
house built similarly from chairs and blankets stagnated, she brought over a bell, asking ‘is
this your doorbell?’

Earlier that day, she had taken a latecomer by the hand and walked her around the periphery of
the room, avoiding a large ‘dragon’ (made of chairs) in its center. Another child soon joined them.
They said the dragon was scary, so Ms Lavinia took them to the corner and drew some upturned
rocker boards around them, as if walls of a house: ‘Look’, she said, ‘we can peek out the window’.
She then asked the children if they would like to feed the dragon some felted fruit. One offered it a
tomato and the other a drink of water (a bit of blue cloth). Having gotten the children started, Ms.
Lavinia moved away.

Redirection through imagination

Play was mostly free to go where it would, but when children seemed to be ‘stuck’ or ‘suffering’
(not an infrequent occurrence) teachers redirected the play by providing replacement ‘pictures’.
For instance, one morning Frankie and Emilio had Zack under a big, upturned basket, which
had become a cage. That was itself no problem, but when Frankie and Emilio began to fight
over the ‘cage’ with Zack still in it, Ms Pintro turned it into a smile-producing popcorn maker
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by resourcefully labeling it as such. Here, the analogy teachers say exists between dreaming and
playing is patent: one picture flows into another seamlessly in successful redirection.

Play was redirected and kept flowing through no end of creative means, such as when Ms.
Martha asked a boy waving a cracker gun at snack time if he was conducting a symphony
(which he then proceeded to do). Another time, when Zack was slapping Raul’s fairy down
into the play sink to Raul’s utter horror, Ms Lily called out to ask if they were giving the fairy
a bath. Tension evaporated as the bath took shape. ‘Is the sink full of bubbles?’ she asked, reinfor-
cing the change in direction.

In another incident, several children had blocked a door with a table and piled chairs that they
were climbing on. This use of the furniture was fine; classroom furniture is purposively sturdy and
stable. But the teacher did call out, ‘We need a safe passage’, saying that the fire department said
so. Chatter stopped and eyes widened. Noting their interest, she responsively took ‘the official
safety inspection map’ off the wall for them to look at. The boys perused the documentation
for a long time after clearing the doorway.

Permission and physical diversion

When teachers cannot shift children away so seamlessly from what they see as misdirected or
unsafe play, they tell the children that they may do something else. For example, a boy stuck
in gun play was told ‘You may come over to the bake shop’ or table, where some children sat
rolling dough balls. Another was told ‘you may come help me wash dishes’. One child pinching
another was allowed instead to help sand some wooden figures.

By saying ‘may’, the teachers imply they are giving permission for what a child wants to do
anyway. If this does not work and staff numbers allow, a teacher will take a child on a walk, for
instance to fetch a snack or water plants. Saying ‘we do not do that here’, which interrupts flow so
directly, is a last resort.

Play promotion skills development: ‘inner work’

Teachers learn techniques for fostering successful play through formal training, by observing
other teachers, and from mentors. They also derive them through contemplative self-development
exercises or ‘inner work’ after hours, such as building a fully detailed picture of a given child and
holding that in mind. Using the label ‘heart homework’, the teachers explained that (among other
things) this and other meditative exercises strengthened intuitive skills and opened one’s mind to
new ideas relevant to the child in focus – including, but not limited to, ideas whose sources tea-
chers perceive to be spiritual.

For instance, one day Mickey, seeing a peer in the teacher’s aide’s lap, burst into a tantrum.
The main teacher, recounting the incident to the other early childhood teachers later during a
group interview, explained that she looked at Mickey and said to herself, ‘“What is he asking
for? What does he need?” And then inspiration came to me’.

The teacher intuited that Mickey simply needed holding. However, neither she nor the aide
could hold him at that moment. Acting on ‘inspiration’, she told the class calmly that a little
bird had fallen from its nest. Turning to the boy she said, ‘Little bird, let me make you a new
nest, a cozy nest to sit in’. She brought a piece of sheep skin to Mickey. He settled into it
snugly, in keeping with the ‘picture’ she had given him and without the ‘shock’ of didactic
instruction or a reprimand.

In discussing this incident, the teachers wanted me to understand that the situation might have
been handled differently had it been another child – or another teacher. Moreover, each teacher
had her own particular approach to ‘heart homework’; while one teacher might run through
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her children contemplatively before dropping off to sleep, another might include prayer in the
process and still another might engage in it while doing yoga. The teachers said that every
Waldorf class is different because children, teachers, and even room shapes vary. Yet all were
agreed regarding desired play-related ends and the parameters delimiting preferred play pro-
motion behavior.

Whole-body movement fosters the will and sensory-motor integration

Movement during play is crucial to young children because, teachers say, it awakens the one part
of the child that should be awakened at this time: the will. Thinking predominates (or should do)
during teenage years in Waldorf pedagogy and feeling predominates in middle childhood.Willing
is the main experiential mode for children under seven.

By ‘will’, Waldorf teachers mean the ability to follow an action or decision through to com-
pletion. The will is a future-oriented force that propels an individual. To help children develop
will strength, teachers try not to do too much for them. For example, they never lift children
onto the small climbing frame in the play yard; only children willing to keep trying can get up
on it.

Activities that engage the hands and legs – digging, sanding, kneading, and sweeping – help
develop and strengthen the will. In explaining this, many teachers moved a hand forward and
upward with force, as if digging a hole in the air, and many referenced current science, deploying
technical terms. Engaging a child in useful labor, they said, imprints good habits into the child’s
physical body while allowing children to fully develop proprioceptive, balance-related, and gross
and fine motor skills – skills upon which later learning will depend. Sweeping, for example,
allows children to gain mastery in ‘crossing the vertical midline’, key to the kind of right–left inte-
gration that grade school work (e.g. writing) demands. Movement, then, not only develops the
will in the Waldorf view but also scaffolds sensory-motor ‘organization’.

Most children, if not barred from ample motor action, achieve sensory-motor integration natu-
rally, teachers say. An exception would be those seen as having trouble ‘incarnating’. Teachers
salt the props made available to such children with those that they think will be most helpful
in fostering whatever skills or capacities may be lacking. Remedial exercises like using a
balance board or sweeping the yard are encouraged, but never required. They are offered to chil-
dren, ideally without breaking the flow of play.

Discussion

The model of/for child development underlying Waldorf education’s approach to play diverges
notably from the mainstream’s – but this does not negate the value of Waldorf educators’ tech-
niques for fostering and facilitating play and, thereby, children’s health and well-being. In
support of AAP and similar expert recommendations for more school-based play, teachers at
any school with policies conducive to play may find it useful to apply some of the techniques
described. Not all school policies will support the ‘inner work’ that Waldorf educators see as
necessary for fully connecting with their students (cf. Gerwin, 2011; Mitchell, 2011). Neverthe-
less, given a relatively child-centered, pro-play school culture, at a minimum techniques such as
environmental facilitation or providing ‘pictures’ could be deployed successfully to promote and
keep play flowing.

Leveraging the mood of play

In organizing the school day and environment to facilitate as much play as possible (within the
rhythmic inbreath–outbreath alternation framework), Waldorf teachers aim to potentiate what
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they see as children’s lingering sense of unity with the world and their related tendency toward
dream consciousness, in which one picture gives way to another in a fluid fashion. They cultivate
play by providing ‘pictures’ and letting children take those where they may. Because they strive
so to preserve children’s ‘dreaminess’ – because Waldorf pedagogy assumes that children have
not yet slipped into habitually linear cognitive patterns – moving them with ‘pictures’ into
play reportedly takes relatively little effort: children are, teachers maintain, predisposed to it,
occupying as they do – at least when left ‘dreamy’ – a zone of fluid possibility.

This is not to say that teachers do not work hard to conceive of ‘pictures’ to provide – they do.
They also work hard to keep play flowing once it has been achieved – to keep it ‘successful’ and
thereby healthful – to keep it a fluid, intrinsically driven, periodically whole-body experience in
which anything is possible fantasy-wise.

Heller’s suggestion (2013) following Bateson and Turner, was that play can be theorized pro-
ductively as a subjunctive mood finds support in this aspect of Waldorf teaching. The play-as-
mood construct resonates with Waldorf education’s attribution to children of an open, nonlinear
consciousness, and a concordant willingness to treat the ‘as is’ ‘as if’ so long as their dream con-
sciousness is not disrupted. In this sense, the Waldorf pre-k/kindergarten teacher’s job – and
perhaps that of any teacher interested in following the AAP’s recommendations –may be described
as mainly to cultivate and fertilize the mood of play in service of healthful child development.

In providing ‘pictures’ or the provocation ‘I wonder’ to this end, Waldorf pre-k/kindergarten
teachers disavow concrete instruction and factual abstraction. This contrasts with the logocentric
didacticism seen in US pre-k/kindergarten education and home settings (Lancy, 2010, pp. 80–81;
Tobin, Hsueh, & Karasawa, 2009, e.g. pp. 165, 197) and so non-Waldorf teachers may need to
practice such techniques or adapt them carefully.

Here it is worth noting that non-didactic approaches are not unusual cross-culturally. As
Lancy has shown, most cultures see explicit teaching as an unnecessary and even at times a
harmful form of interference with the natural order of child development. Many avoid it specifi-
cally because it will divert children from healthfully actualizing their innate potentials (2010,
p. 84; and see Rogoff, 2003). This is exactly the position Waldorf teachers take. In their training
they learn that ‘educate’ came from a word meaning to ‘lead forth’ or ‘bring out’5 (Steiner, 1923/
1997, p. 74). Waldorf educators believe, accordingly, that education should be organized to enable
the natural and thereby healthful ‘unfolding’ of that which lives within each child (cf. Jaffke,
2004, pp. 4, 14; see also Parker-Rees & Rees, 2011, pp. 47–48).

Play’s pedagogic-pediatric project in Waldorf education

From Waldorf educators’ perspective, play is good for health and well-being in ways both con-
sistent with and deeper than the AAP recognizes. Keeping a child in play helps the body
sustain healthful organ growth and expansion. Through the whole-body movements that play
entails, play fosters the child’s ‘incarnation’. Play thereby helps cultivate sensory-motor skills
and the will’s growth and emergence. The child who feels at home in his or her body and also
has strong will forces can ultimately achieve numeracy, literacy, the capacity for creative thinking,
the ability to exercise informed judgment, and self-actualization in adulthood. Not enough play, or
the wrong kind, has the effect, in the eyes of Waldorf educators, of stunting or hardening (making
sclerotic) an individual’s ‘soul forces’ and bodily matter, leading variously to physical illness, a
weak will, underdeveloped emotional capacities, and inflexible thinking.

Although many cultures practice routine non-interference, children always are raised in a cul-
tural environment (Rogoff, 2003). LeVine refers to how adults organize child rearing to induce
certain outcomes or to ‘selectively facilitate the development of certain potentials and capacities
of the child rather than others’, as ‘environmental optimization’ (1998, p. 119). Waldorf education
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can be understood as a self-conscious institutional version of this. Although Waldorf teachers
stand back and let children play freely inasmuch as this is possible, classrooms are carefully deco-
rated and arranged, toys are thoughtfully selected, and ‘pictures’ are carefully given with the prox-
imate aim of stimulating ‘successful’ play and the ultimate aim of producing healthful, well-
balanced graduates.

These givens, and the fact that certain themes are off limits, does make play in the Waldorf
setting somewhat constrained in comparison towhat Kuschner calls ‘true play’: spontaneous, intui-
tive, inventive play in which children are left to their own Dionysian devices (2012, p. 248). ‘True
play’ is common in traditional economies where children, being too small and weak to contribute
much economically valuable labor, are left to play unmonitored (Lancy, 2007, 2010). In contem-
porary Western contexts, however, particularly among those with money, play often is adult-over-
seen and orchestrated. Interference by teachers at Waldorf schools may be less tangible than in
mainstream settings where, for instance, building with and climbing on furniture would be prohib-
ited.6 But it still exists – as means to the culturally favored end that Waldorf education strives for.

Moreover, although play may not be economically productive, it does have productive value
of a kind at Waldorf schools, as elsewhere in the West where efforts to harness it for building
social skills or to promote academic ends abound, and marketing campaigns tout the ‘educational
value’ of various toys and games. Play is sold as a highly necessary undertaking – even by
Waldorf educators.

A critical theory perspective

Waldorf education proponents refuse toddler flashcards and toys that promote early numeracy or lit-
eracy. But Waldorf education has Western roots. Its teachers today – and its parents – are partici-
pants, however indirectly, in contemporary Western culture. As such, they are not immune to the
sense of urgency over child health and development cultivated by the multi-billion dollar parenting
aid and advice industry and by government agencies concerned with child health and well-being
(Lancy, 2010, 2007). Waldorf education takes the burden of organizing appropriate, healthful
forms of play off the shoulders of parents who have internalized the cultural preference for ‘pro-
ductive’ play but who still reject the school as work equation, at least for children aged six and under.

Here, we see that although it is an alternative, Waldorf education in the USA does share certain
traits with public schooling. Waldorf proponents may reject the developmental phases and mile-
stones of the mainstream, but they retain the developmentalist perspective characteristic of
Western education (Hoffman, 2000). Moreover, akin to the mainstream’s parent advice industry
in form if not in content, Waldorf education’s warnings regarding what conventional education
does to child health and well-being can sound alarmist. They can provoke anxiety in parents
already primed for it by a culture that puts the responsibility for child health and well-being squarely
on parents’ shoulders. Parents attracted to Waldorf education’s pro-play ethos may even feel some-
what disenfranchised by the suggestion implicit in Waldorf pre-k/kindergarten education’s very
existence that they cannot organize successful, healthful play on their own at home or without
the right kinds of toys, back gardens, and curvilinear natural wood and fiber decor.

At the same time, the US culture they are part of provides worried parents an option: to act as
good citizen-consumers. Taking responsibility for their children’s health and well-being, they can
proactively purchase pedagogic-pediatric care in the form of Waldorf education.

Conclusion

Successful play, according to Waldorf educators, is a keystone for health and well-being, not only
during childhood but for the emergent adult also and not only for the individual but for society
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too. Waldorf pre-k/kindergarten classrooms keep children ‘in play’ with the express purpose of
selectively facilitating the will’s emergence and healthful sensory-motor integration. Children
are encouraged, through culturally constructed environmental cues, to slip into (or, from the
Waldorf education perspective, to not slip out of) a ‘dreamy’ variety of the play mood. Teachers
supply props that allow for plenty of fantasy play and active movement with the aim of facilitating
and optimizing children’s attempts to accomplish the health-promoting work of play. If children
can play with success, a teacher’s job is well done – and a parent’s responsibility for his or her
child’s health and well-being is accounted for.
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